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EPERFORATED OR EXPANDED SHIEEE METAL. 

Application filed May 12, 1927, Serial No. 190,939, and in Great Britain April 27, 1927. 
. This invention relates to improved per 

forated or expanded sheet metal which is 
made from sheet metal perforated and bent, 
or slit and so expanded and bent that all 

5 the so-called connective bars or strands, 
which constitute the mesh-work thereof or 
result during its manufacture, are curved or 
bent in such a manner that they project in 
the form of arcuated mesh-work having rows 
of arcuated connective bars or strands 
located on one side and rows of arcuated 
connective bars or strands located on the 
other side of any resulting piece or sheet of 
such perforated or expanded sheet metal. 
When giving form to the said arcuated 

connective bars or strands on a piece or 
sheet of metal an equal or approximately 
equal number of such arcuated connective 
bars or strands are arranged to project, each 

20 in an arch-wise manner from each face of such piece or sheet of perforated or expanded 
metal and thus form edgewise apertures or 
openings in or through which either plain 
or screw threaded bars, rods, tubes or strips 
of metal or the like may be placed to serve 
as additional reinforcing mediums where 
increased strength or rigidity is required. 
Where sheet metal is specially perforated 

or where blanks have been cut from a piece 
or sheet of sheet metal leaving as a residue 
perforated metal having connective bars or 
strands, such connective. bars or strands are 
curved or bent into arcuate form and a con 
venient way of carrying this into effect is 
to firstly arch, curve or bend one connective 
bar or strand in one direction, and to arch, 
curve or bend the immediately adjacent con 
nective bar or strand in an opposite direc 
tion, and the next one back again in an 
opposite direction, and so on, in such a man 
ner as to form two groups of arcuated con 
nective bars or strands in which the crowns 
of one group extend in one direction from 
one side of the general plane of Such piece 

45 or sheet of metal and the crowns of the 
other group extend in the opposite direction 
from the other side of said plane. Alter 
natively instead of bending one connective 
bar or strand in one direction and the next 
one to it in an opposite direction, two or more 
adjacent connective bars or strands may be 
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bent in one direction and the next two or 
more in an opposite direction and so on, such 
arch-wise bending forming the hereinbefore 

55 referred to edgewise apertures or openings. 

The arcuated connective bars or strands 
of perforated metal or perforated metal resi 
due or expanded metal are connected to 
gether at junctions of flat or 'W-like form 
in cross-section which, when increased rigid- 60 
ity is required, are creased, ridged or grooved 
longitudinally or transversely or in both 
directions; and the said arcuated connective 
bars or strands may also be given a chan 
nelled or sinuous form in cross-section for 
a like purpose. 
The arcuated connective bars or strands 

of the mesh-work of the expanded metal in 
addition to being curved or bent into an 
arcuate form, are also so shaped that meshes 70 
having a cupped, concave-wise, countersink 
like or bell-mouthed form result; and 
meshes so shaped are hereinafter referred 
to collectively as principle rows of meshes 
or mesh-work, or individually as a principal 75 
mesh. So as to distinguish them from other 
rows of meshes hereinafter referred to as 
intermediate rows of meshes or mesh-work 
or from any individual intermediate mesh. 
Each mesh in each principal row of mesh- 80 
Work has integral junction at the widest part 
of the so-called short way of its mesh with 
another principal mesh in the next principal 
row of mesh-work thereto. Each principal 
row of mesh-work has its meshes inverted 85 
in relation to the meshes of that principal 
row of mesh-work to or with which it is 
integrally connected, and between any two 
such principal rows of mesh-work there is 
located one row of the hereinbefore referred go 
to intermediate rows of mesh-work, and 
each intermediate: mesh is formed by parts 
of the arcuated connected bars or strands of 
four integrally connected principal meshes 
of any two integrally connected principal ps 
rows of mesh-work. . . . . . . . . . . 

Sheet metal, slit, expanded and bent ac 
cording to this invention with principal 
meshes of a cupped, concave-wise or counter 
sink-like form and with each principal row 100 
of mesh-work inverted in relation to the next 
principal row of mesh-work thereto, has 
greater rigidity than other known forms of 
perforated or expanded metal having connec 
tive bars and meshes of the same size formed 105 
and of the same quality of material. 
In expanded metal made according to this 

invention the junction where each connec 
tive bar or strand meets at the end of the 
long way of each principal mesh, is creased 110 



2. 
or of V-like form in cross-section and is also optionally ridged or grooved; and the junc 
tion located at the widest part of the short 

0. 
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way of each principal mesh, where it is in 
tegrally connected to another principal 
mesh in another principal row of mesh-work, 
is not of V-like form but is what may be de 
scribed as approximately flat or of a sinuous 
form in cross-section and, to give it greater rigidity, it may be grooved. 
An object of this invention is to provide 

rigid sheets or pieces of perforated metal, 
perforated metal residue, and expanded 
metal having edge-wise apertures or open 
ings through which there may be passed, or 
in which there are placed so as to remain 
therein, reinforcing bars or tubes or strips of 
metal or the like, in such a manner that such 
bars or the like are embraced by or lie be 

20 tween the arcuated connective bars or strands 
or so that the said reinforcing bars or the 
like are at right angles or thereabouts to the 
lengthwise direction of the so-called long 

25 
vide expanded metal having principal meshes 
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way of the meshes. - 
Another object of this invention is to pro 

of cupped, concave-wise or countersink-like 
form with each principal mesh inverted in 
relation to the principal mesh next to it and 
with which it makes junction at the widest 
part of the so-called short Way of the mesh, 
thereby forming intermediate rows of mesh 
Work, and edge-wise apertures or openings 
through which it is possible to pass reinforc 
ing bars or the like equivalents. 
The invention will now be described with 

reference to... the accompanying drawings 
which are given merely by way of example, 
in which:-- . 

Figure 1 is a face view and edge view 
illustrating five separate pieces of part of a 

45 

sheet of the perforated metal residue, the 
upper portion showing such residue before 
the connective bars or strands have been 
given arcuate form, the other four pieces 
showing examples after the connective bars 
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like and the so-called flat junctions of the 
65 

or strands have been given arcuate form and 
also, how reinforcing mediums such as rods 
or the like may be passed between the arcu 
ated connective bars or strands and through the edge-wise apertures or openings which 
are clearly shown in the edge view of this 
figure. . . . . . . . . 

Figure 2 is an edge view of a sheet of the 
perforated metal, to illustrate the edge-wise 

is apertures or openings and how the connec 
tive bars or strands are curved or bent, some 
in One direction and some in a reverse di 
rection relative to the general plane of such 
sheet of perforated metal. . . 

Figure 3 is a plan view of a piece of a 
sheet of the expanded metal, showing the V 
principal rows of mesh-work and how each principal mesh in each principal row of 

and b 
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mesh-work is of a cupped, concave-wise or 
countersink-like form and is inverted in re 
lation to each principal mesh in the next 
principal row of mesh-work thereto and also 
how reinforcing mediums are passed between 
the arcuated connective bars or strands and 

70. 

through the edge-wise apertures or openings. 
Figure 4 is an edgeview of Figure 3 to 

illustrate more clearly how the arcuated con 
nective bars or strands are curved or bent, 
some in One and some in a reverse direction, thus forming the edge-wise apertures or 
openings in and through some of which re 
inforcing mediums are shown. 

Figure 5 is a view, partly in section, on 
an enlarged scale, of a piece of the perforated 
metal residue to illustrate the ridging or 
grooving of the junctions and the arcuated 
connective bars or strands for the purpose of 
increasing their rigidity. . . . 

Figure 6 is an end view enlarged, partly 
in section, on the line A-B Figure 3 illus 
trating the flat junctions between principal 

80 
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rows of mesh-work which are inverted in re 
lation one to another; this view also clearly 
shows the V-like junctions. A reinforcing 
bar is shown passed through the edge-wise 
apertures or openings. . . . . . . . . 

Figure 7 is a plan view of a piece of the 
expanded metal showing reinforcing rods 
located between the W-like junctions of the 

90 

arcuated connective bars or strands; this 
figure illustrates clearly the cupped, con 
cave-wise, countersink-like or bell-mouthed 
form given to each principal mesh in each 
principal row of mesh-work and how each 100 
principal row of mesh-work is inverted in 
relation to the next. 
Figure 8 is a view to show how the flat 

junctions and the arcuated connective bars 
or strands are optionally grooved or cham 
nelled to increase their rigidity. . . . . . 

Figure 9 is a view to show how the V-like 

105 

junctions and the arcuated connective bars. 
or strands are optionally grooved or chan 
nelled to increase their rigidity. 

Figure 10 is an end view of Figure 7. 
Like letters of reference refer to like parts throughout the drawings. 
Convenient methods of carrying this in 

vention into effect are clearly illustrated 
referring to Figure 1 of the draw. 

ings the upper portion of this figure illus 
trating a piece of part of a sheet of per 
forated metal, before any of its connective 
bars or Strands have been given arcuate 
form, the piece below it having arcuated con 
nective bars or strands a alternately so bent 
or formed as to be curved in opposite direc 
tions, thus forming edge-wise apertures or 
openings clearly seen in Fig. 2, and it is 
through these apertures or openings b that 

O 

120 

the bars or the like c as shown are optionally 
placed; the piece midway of Figure 1 shows 
another form of placement for the arcuated 130 
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connective bars or strands a; the piece im 
mediately below the piece just referred to 
illustrates how two adjacent arcuated con 
nective bars or strands a project in one di 
rection and the next two arcuated connec 
tive-bars or strands a E. in a reverse direction; the piece at the bottom of Figure 
1 illustrates how three adjacent arcuated 

10 
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connective bars or strands a project in one 
direction and the next three arcuated con 
nective bars or strands a project in a reverse 
direction. The edge-view of each of the four 
lower pieces illustrated in Figure 1 shows 
the edge-wise apertures or openingst which 
result, with bars or the like a therethrough, 
but it is to be understood that any num 
ber of adjacent connective bars or strands 
may be curved in any one and in any reverse 
direction. 
The use of bars, rods or the like c as shown 

in each of the edge-wise apertures or open 
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ings b in Figure 1 is optional and occasional 
as metal having connective bars or strands 
a arcuated according to this invention is ex 
tremely rigid. 

Figure 2 of the drawings is an edge view 
of a piece of my improved perforated metal 
with arcuated connective bars or strands a, 
illustrated partly in section, its junctions d 
being creased or grooved at d" to increase 
their rigidity. The edge-wise apertures or 
openings b in this view are shown without 
rods, bars or the like c therethrough. 
The plan views of the pieces of sheets of 

my improved expanded metal shown in Fig 
ures 3 and 7 illustrate how the arcuated con 
nective bars or strands a project, Some in one 
direction and some in a reverse direction. 
These views also illustrate how each princi 
pal mesh f in each pincipal row of mesh 
work F-F is inverted in relation to each 
principal mesh g in each or the next princi 
pal row of mesh-work G-G and how each 
principal mesh f is integrally connected to a 
principal mesh g by a so-called flat junction 
d in such a manner that there are between 
each two integrally connected rows of mesh 
work F-F and G-G, intermediate rows 
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of mesh-work H-H consisting of meshes h . 
which are the result of the method of ex 
panding my improved expanded metal and 
due to the form of placement of the W-like 
junctions e and the junctions d on the princi 
pal meshes f and g. The cupped, concave 
wise, countersink-like or bell-mouthed form 
of each principal mesh g in each principal 
row of mesh-work G-G is clearly illus 
trated in Figures 3 and 7 wherein, in which 
rods, bars or the like c are shown in position 
between some of the arcuated connective 
bars a, and through some of the edge-wise 
apertures or openings b. 

Each edge-wise aperture or opening b is 
formed as the result of giving arcuate form 
to the connective bars or strands a, as is 

rections from a median pl 

3 

clearly shown in Figure 4, which is an edge . . . . . 
view of Figure 3, and in both of these figures 
bars, rods or the like c are shown extending 
through some of the edge-wise apertures or 
openings b, in some of the positions they 
would occupy, if or when employed. 

... The junctions d and the arcuated connec 
tive bars or strands a of my improved per 
forated metal are optionally channelled or 
grooved and a convenient method of carry 
ing this into effect is illustrated in Figure 5. 
passed through the edge-wise apertures or 
openings b of a piece or sheet of my im 
proved expanded metal, the W-like junctions 
e are so located that they are contiguous to 
the said bars, rods or the like c, this can be 
clearly seen in Figures 6 and 10 of the 
drawings. 

Both the W-like junctions e and the flat 
junctions d of my improved expanded metal 
are optionally creased, ridged or grooved at 
d" when it is desired to make them more 
rigid, as are also the arcuated connective 
bars or strands a and convenient methods of 
carrying this into effect are shown in Fig 
lures 8 and 9 of the drawings. 

claim: 
1. Sheet metal perforated to form a mesh 

work having the junctions of the meshes 
lying in one plane, and the connective bars 
forming the strands of the mesh bent alter 
nately outward from the opposite sides of 
said plane to form edge-wise apertures. 

2. Sheet metal perforated to form a mesh 
work comprising contiguous principal rows 
of meshes connected at junctions to form 
intermediate rows of meshes, the strands 
forming each mesh of the principal rows 
being arcuate and curved in opposite di 

70 

75 
When rods, bars or the like c are used and 
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105. 
rections to one another to form edge-wise 
apertures, the junctions of the meshes lying 
in a median plane between the envelope 
planes of the strands of opposite curvature. 

3. Sheet metal perforated to form a mesh 
work comprising arcuate strands forming 
principal rows of meshes, the junctions of 
the meshes lying in a median plane, the 

0 

strands of any one row lying on One side of 
a median plane of the sheet and the strands 
of adjacent rows lying on the opposite side 
of the said plane. ... 

4. Sheet metal perforated to form a mesh 
work having arcuate unstretched connective 
bars forming the strands of the mesh re 
spectively bent outwardly in opposite di 

ale, 

5. Sheet metal perforated to form a mesh 
work comprising arcuate strands forming 
principal rows of meshes with the points of 
junction in the same row situated in the 
same plane, the points of junction in ad 
jacent rows being in different planes and the 
points of junction of each principal row 
with the adjacent principal rows being sit 
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uated in one plane lying between the said 
different planes. 

6. Sheet metal perforated to form a mesh 
work having the material at the points of 

5 junction of grooved cross section, the junc 
tions of the meshes in each row being in 
a median plane and the junctions of the 
meshes of one row with adjacent rows being 

respectively on opposite sides of the said 
median plane. : . . . 

7. Sheet metal perforated to form a mesh 
work having the connective bars forming 
the strands of the meshes bent to form edge 
said edge-wise apertures. 

FRANKHUMPHRIS. 
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wise apertures and rods inserted through the 


